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Abstract. Involutivity is the algebraic property that guarantees solutions to an analytic and
torsion-free exterior differential system or partial differential equation via the Cartan–Ka¨hler
theorem. Guillemin normal form establishes that the prolonged symbol of an involutive
system admits a commutativity property on certain subspaces of the prolonged tableau. This
article examines Guillemin normal form in detail, aiming at a more systematic approach
to classifying involutive systems. The main result is an explicit quadratic condition for
involutivity of the type suggested but not completed in Chapter IV, § 5 of the book Exterior
Differential Systems by Bryant, Chern, Gardner, Goldschmidt, and Griffiths. This condition
enhances Guillemin normal form and characterizes involutive tableaux.
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1 Background
Fix real or complex vector spaces (or bundles, etc.) W and V of dimension r and n, respectively.
A tableau1 is a vector space A with an exact sequence
0 −→ A −→W ⊗ V ∗ σ−→ H1(A) −→ 0.
A homomorphism σ with kernel A is called a symbol, taking values in the cokernel H1(A) = A⊥.
Given bases of (wa) of W and (u
i) of V ∗, elements of A are expressed as r × n matrices
pi = piai (wa⊗ui). In (piai ), the independent generators of A appear in some s1 entries of the first
column, some s2 entries of the second column, and so on to some sn entries in the last column.
These numbers are constant over a Zariski-open subset of the bases (called the generic bases)
of V ∗, and those constant values satisfy s1 ≥ s2 ≥ s3 ≥ · · · ≥ sn ≥ 0. That is, for a generic
basis of V ∗, the independent generators of A are packed to the left in (piai ). Similarly, there is
a Zariski-open subset of generic bases (wa) of W wherein the independent generators of A are
packed to the top. If both (ui) and (wa) are generic, then the generators of A appear in the
first s1 entries of the first column, the first s2 entries of the second column, and so on. Hence,
dimA = s1 + s2 + · · ·+ sn.
Given a tableau A, consider the tableau A(1) → A ⊗ V ∗ given as the kernel of the map
δσ : A⊗V ∗ →W⊗∧2(V ∗) by δσ = (1W ⊗δ)◦(σ⊗1V ∗) where δ is the skewing map δ : V ∗⊗V ∗ →
V ∗∧V ∗. This A(1) is called the (first) prolonged tableau, and the map δσ is the (first) prolonged
1The literature contains many distinct-yet-related meanings of tableau and symbol. Usage here is consistent
with [1]. In [3], Guillemin uses the phrase “a subspace of Hom(V,W )” where we say tableau.
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symbol. The cokernel is written H2(A),
0 −→ A(1) −→ A⊗ V ∗ δσ−→W ⊗ ∧2V ∗ −→ H2(A) −→ 0.
It is a standard exercise to show dimA(1) ≤ s1+2s2+ · · ·+nsn. The most interesting property
to study for a tableau is
Definition 1.1 (involutivity). A tableau is called involutive if and only if equality holds in the
relation dimA(1) ≤ s1 + 2s2 + · · ·+ nsn.
Verification of this equality is called Cartan’s test. Its most frequent application is to check
whether an overdetermined system of partial differential equations (or an exterior differential
system) admits solutions to the analytic Cauchy initial-value problem. Involutivity is a coordi-
nate-invariant property of a tableau, and techniques from homological algebra comprise most of
the recent literature, for example [2, 5, 6].
In [3], Guillemin showed involutive tableaux admit a partially commuting “normal form”
for the symbol map, using Quillen’s results on the exactness of Spencer cohomology from [7].
Guillemin normal form was reconsidered for exterior differential systems in [9] and [1]. This
article2 is intended to extend and clarify Guillemin normal form to aide future computational
and theoretical applications regarding the geometry of partial differential equations. The main
result is Theorem 3.2.
2 Endovolutivity
Let ` denote the index of the last non-zero Cartan character, s`. Permanently reserve the
index ranges i, j, k, l ∈ {1, . . . , n} and λ, µ ∈ {1, . . . , `} and %, ς ∈ {` + 1, . . . , n} and a, b, c, d ∈
{1, . . . , r}.
Let (ui) and (wa) denote generic bases of V
∗ and W , respectively, so that an element pi ∈
W⊗V ∗ is written as a matrix pi = piai (wa⊗ui). Let U∗ denote the `-dimensional subspace spanned
by u1, . . . , u`. Let Y ∗ denote the complementary subspace spanned by u`+1, . . . , un. We also
denote the basis-dual spaces Y = (U∗)⊥ = 〈u`+1, . . . , un〉 and U = (Y ∗)⊥ = 〈u1, . . . , u`〉.
Using generic bases, the symbol σ can be expressed as a minimal system of equations of the
form {
0 = piai −Ba,λi,b pibλ
}
si<a
, (2.1)
where Ba,λi,b = 0 unless λ ≤ i and b ≤ sλ and si < a. See Fig. 1. Using the coefficients Ba,λi,b , we
define an element of
V ∗ ⊗ V ⊗W ⊗W ∗ ∼= End(V ∗)⊗ End(W )
by the tensorial expression (summed over all λ, i, b, as well as a as shown)∑
a≤si
δλi δ
a
b
(
wa ⊗ wb
)⊗ (ui ⊗ uλ)+∑
a>si
Ba,λi,b (wa ⊗ wb)⊗
(
ui ⊗ uλ
)
. (2.2)
Then, for each ϕ = ϕiu
i ∈ V ∗, there is a homomorphism B(ϕ) : V → End(W ) defined by (2.2)
as
B(ϕ)(v) =
∑
a≤sλ
ϕλv
λδab
(
wa ⊗ wb
)
+
∑
a>si
ϕλB
a,λ
i,b v
i
(
wa ⊗ wb
)
,
2This article began as an appendix to [8], so there is some overlap in the presentation. However, be aware that
some indices – such as i, j – and some notations – such as Y ∗ – differ between the two articles.
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s`
s1
sλ
si
1 λ i ` n
pibλ
piai
Ba,λi,b
Figure 1. A tableau in coordinates, with Cartan characters s1 ≥ s2 ≥ · · · ≥ s`. The upper-left shaded
entries are independent generators. The lower-right entries depend on them via piai = B
a,λ
i,b pi
b
λ, summed
as in (2.1).
where vi = ui(v). Note that B(ϕ) = B(ξ) if ϕλ = ξλ for all λ, so (2.2) is really an element
of V ∗ ⊗ U ⊗ End(W ). We write Bλi for B(uλ)(ui), but note that (Biλ)ab is not quite the same
as Ba,λi,b due to the identity term in (2.2); in particular,
(
Bλi
)a
b
=
{
δab , if λ = i and a ≤ sλ,
Ba,λi,b , if a > si.
For each i, use the bases (ui) and (wa) to define the subspaces
W−i =
{
z = waz
a : za = 0 ∀ a > si
}
, W+i =
{
z = waz
a : za = 0 ∀ a ≤ si
}
.
So that W = W−i ⊕W+i and W−1 ⊃W−2 ⊃ · · · ⊃W−n according to s1 ≥ s2 · · · ≥ sn. Of course,
for % > `, we have W−% = 0. For each λ, consider also the subspace
A−λ =
{
pi = B
(
uλ
)
(·)z, z ∈W−λ
} ⊂ A.
The symbol relations (2.1) say that the coefficients piai of pi ∈ A−λ are determined by the choice
of z ∈W−λ , so A−λ and W−λ are isomorphic via the projection onto first sλ entries in column λ.
Using this basis and isomorphism, there is a decomposition
A =
⊕`
λ=1
A−λ ∼=
⊕`
λ=1
W−λ . (2.3)
Specifically, if pi = piai (wa ⊗ ui) ∈ A, then let
zλ =
∑
a
zaλwa ∈W for zaλ =
{
piaλ, a ≤ sλ,
0, otherwise.
So, the decomposition (2.3) yields
pi =
∑
λ
piλ =
∑
λ
B
(
uλ
)
(·)zλ ∈W ⊗ V ∗.
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s`
s1
sλ
si
1 λ i ` n
W−λ
W−i
W
+ i
∩W
− λ
W
+ i
∩W
+ λ
0
Bλi
0
Figure 2. The map Bλi for an endovolutive tableau.
Since dimW−λ = sλ, this is a more precise version of the statement that, for a generic flag, the
tableau matrix has s1 generators in the first column, s2 in the second column, and so on until
the final s` generators in the ` column.
For any ϕ = ϕiu
i ∈ V ∗, use the bases (ui) and (wa) to define the subspaces
W−(ϕ) = W−min{i : ϕi 6=0}, A
−(ϕ) =
{
pi = B(ϕ)(·)z, z ∈W−(ϕ)}.
Definition 2.1 (endovolutivity). A tableau expressed in generic bases of V ∗ and W as (2.1) is
called endovolutive if and only if Ba,λi,b = 0 for all a > sλ using those bases. See Fig. 2.
Endovolutivity is not an invariant property; a tableau could be endovolutive in generic ba-
ses (ui) and (wa) but not endovolutive in other generic bases (u˜
i) and (w˜a). However, Lemma 2.2
provides that endovolutivity is invariant under the Borel subgroup of GL(V ∗) that preserves the
basis flag
0 ⊂ 〈u1〉 ⊂ 〈u1, u2〉 ⊂ · · · ⊂ 〈u1, . . . , un〉 = V ∗.
Lemma 2.2. Suppose a tableau A is endovolutive in generic bases (ui) and (wa) for V
∗ and W .
If (u˜i) is another basis of V ∗ related to (ui) through a transformation u˜i = giju
j with gij = 0 if
i > j (upper-triangular), then the basis (u˜i) is also generic for A, and A is endovolutive in (u˜i)
and (wa).
The proof is immediate by comparing Figs. 1 and 2, as the columns of (piai ) are replaced with
linear combinations of columns to their right.
The property of endovolutivity is discussed but not named on page 147 (page 127 in the online
version) of [1] and in Section 1.2 of [9]. Endovolutivity is so-named here because of Lemma 2.3.
Lemma 2.3. A tableau expressed in generic bases is endovolutive if and only if B(ϕ)(v) is an
endomorphism of W−(ϕ) for all ϕ ∈ V ∗ and v ∈ V .
Proof. Suppose A is endovolutive in the given generic bases (ui) and (wa). Fix ϕ ∈ V ∗, and
let κ = min{i : ϕi 6= 0} so that W−(ϕ) = W−κ . Replacing uκ with ϕ is an upper-triangular
change-of-basis, so B(ϕ)(uj) =
∑
λ≥κ
ϕλB
λ
j preserves W
−(ϕ) = W−κ for all j. Conversely, each uλ
is a particular choice of ϕ, and W−(uλ) = W−λ , so B(u
λ)(v) is an endomorphism of W−(uλ) if
and only if Ba,λi,b = 0 for all a > sλ. 
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When considering endovolutive tableaux, it useful to arrange the symbol endomorphisms as
an `× n array of r × r matrices:
~B =

Is1 B
1
2 B
1
3 · · · B1` · · · B1n
0 Is2 B
2
3 · · · B2` · · · B2n
0 0 Is3 · · · B3` · · · B3n
. . . Bλi
...
0 0 0 0 Is` · · · B`n
 . (2.4)
In (2.4), each r × r matrix in row λ is 0 outside the upper-left sλ × sλ part. For example, the
symbol of the endovolutive tableau
pi =
pi11 pi12 pi13pi21 pi22 Q4pi12 +Q5pi22 + T1pi11 + T2pi21 + T3pi31
pi31 P1pi
1
1 + P2pi
2
1 + P3pi
3
1 R1pi
1
1 +R2pi
2
1 +R3pi
3
1
 ,
with (s1, s2, s3) = (3, 2, 1) will be arranged as1 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
 ,
 0 0 00 0 0
P1 P2 P3
 ,
 0 0 0T1 T2 T3
R1 R2 R3
 ,
 1 00 1
 ,
 0 0Q4 Q5
 ,
 1  .
Note that a change of basis in V ∗ causes (2.4) to change by a block-wise conjugation. The
result is not guaranteed to be endovolutive unless the change of basis is upper-triangular, like
u˜1 = u1 + ϕ2u
2 + · · ·+ ϕ`u` as in the proof of Lemma 2.3:
~B 7→

1 ϕ2 · · · ϕ`
1
. . .
1
 ~B

1 −ϕ2 · · · −ϕ`
1
. . .
1
In−`
 .
The goal of this article is to understand involutivity in terms of (2.4). Lemma 3.1 and Theo-
rem 3.2 accomplish this by providing a complete version of Guillemin normal form of the type
suggested but not completed in Chapter IV, § 5 of [1].
3 Involutivity
Lemma 3.1 (linear involutivity criteria). Let A denote a tableau given in a generic basis by
symbol relations (2.1), as in Fig. 1. If A is involutive, then A admits a basis of W in which it
is endovolutive, as in Fig. 2.
Theorem 3.2 (quadratic involutivity criteria). Let A denote an endovolutive tableau given in
a generic basis by symbol relations (2.1), as in Fig. 1. The tableau A is involutive if and only if
for all b, all λ < i < j and λ ≤ µ < j, and all a > si, we have(
Bλi B
µ
j −Bλj Bµi
)a
b
= 0.
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In particular, this implies B(uλ)(v) is an endomorphism of W−λ such that for all v, v˜ ∈ Y ,[
B
(
uλ
)
(v), B
(
uλ
)
(v˜)
]
= 0.
A proof of Lemma 3.1 appears on pages 145–147 (pages 126–127 in the online version) of [1]
and it is implicit in Section 1.2 of [9]. The proof of Theorem 3.2 is a lengthy inductive argument,
each step of which is modeled on the approach of [9].
Proof. Choose generic bases forW and V ∗. As a subspace, A ⊂W⊗V ∗ is defined by a minimal
set of equations
piai =
∑
b≤sλ
Ba,λi,b pi
b
λ, ∀ a > si, (2.1 bis)
where Ba,λi,b = 0 unless λ ≤ i and b ≤ sλ. Moreover, we assume that the basis of W is endovolu-
tive, so that Ba,λi,b = 0 if a > sλ.
Let {zai , a ≤ si} be a basis for the abstract vector space A∗. Define a monomorphism
A→W ⊗ V ∗ by
pia1 = B
a,1
1,b z
b
1,
pia2 = B
a,1
2,b z
b
1 +B
a,2
2,b z
b
2,
pia3 = B
a,1
3,b z
b
1 +B
a,2
3,b z
b
2 +B
a,3
3,b z
b
3,
...
. . .
pian = B
a,1
n,bz
b
1 +B
a,2
n,bz
b
2 + · · · · · ·+Ba,nn,b zbn.
(3.1)
We set Ba,λλ,b = δ
a
b for a ≤ sλ, so that (3.1) satisfies (2.1).
The prolongation A(1) ⊂ A ⊗ V ∗ is given by coefficients {Zai,j , a ≤ si} with the “contact”
system taking the form zai = Z
a
i,ju
j . By Cartan’s test, the condition of involutivity means that
exactly s1 + 2s2 + · · ·+ nsn of these coefficients are independent functions on A(1).
This proof is based on Section 1.1 of [9], where it is shown that a tableau is involutive precisely
when, in generic bases, the usual 2-form condition
0 ≡ pia1 ∧ u1 + pia2 ∧ u2 + · · ·+ pian ∧ un
is equivalent to the sequence of conditions
0 ≡ pia1 ∧ u1 mod u2, . . . , un,
0 ≡ pia1 ∧ u1 + pia2 ∧ u2 mod u3, . . . , un,
...
. . .
0 ≡ pia1 ∧ u1 + pia2 ∧ u2 + · · ·+ piak ∧ uk mod uk+1, . . . , un,
...
. . .
0 ≡ pia1 ∧ u1 + pia2 ∧ u2 + · · · · · ·+ pian ∧ un.
(3.2)
The following argument shows that this sequence of conditions forces Zai,j with a ≤ si and
j ≤ i to be a complete set of independent generators of A(1), providing it with a dimension of
s1+2s2+3s3+ · · ·+nsn. To emphasize these terms in the following computations, we underline
them.
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The proof proceeds by induction, sequentially verifying that each term of each row of (3.2)
yields a condition of the desired form. One may interpret this as induction over n of Cartan’s
test for all tableaux of size r × n.
Row 1 of (3.2) prolongs to
0 = pia1 ∧ u1 = Ba,11,b zb1 ∧ u1 = Ba,11,bZb1,iui ∧ u1 ≡ Ba,11,bZb1,1u1 ∧ u1 mod u2, . . . , un,
which is trivial. Every tableau with n = 1 is involutive. The Zb1,1 terms account for s1 generators
of A(1).
Row 2 of (3.2) prolongs to
0 = pia1 ∧ u1 + pia2 ∧ u2 =
(
Ba,11,b z
b
1
) ∧ u1 + (Ba,12,b zb1 +Ba,22,b zb2) ∧ u2
=
(
Ba,11,bZ
b
1,i
)
ui ∧ u1 + (Ba,12,bZb1,i +Ba,22,bZb2,i)ui ∧ u2
≡ (Ba,12,bZb1,1 +Ba,22,bZb2,1 −Ba,11,bZb1,2)u1 ∧ u2 mod u3, . . . , un.
Endovolutivity implies this is trivial when projected to W+1 (meaning “for a > s1”). But, when
considering the projection to W−1 , we see the condition
Za1,2 = B
a,1
2,bZ
b
1,1 +B
a,2
2,bZ
b
2,1, ∀ a ≤ s1.
The Zb2,1 and Z
b
2,2 terms account for 2s2 new generators of A
(1). So far, there is no quadratic
condition on Bλi ; therefore all endovolutive tableaux with n = 2 are involutive.
Notation! It is clear we must confront a proliferation of indices a, b, c, . . . covering W .
Henceforth, we suppress these indices and work directly on W -valued objects. Instead of saying
“∀ a ≤ si” and “∀ a > si,” we say “on W−i ” and “on W+i ,” respectively. Note that this always
refers to projection on the range of the expression, not a restriction of its domain; by our
definition of Bλi , we may assume the domain is always W .
Row 3 of (3.2) prolongs to
0 = pi1 ∧ u1 + pi2 ∧ u2 + pi3 ∧ u3
=
(
B11z1
) ∧ u1 + (B12z1 +B22z2) ∧ u2 + (B13z1 +B23z2 +B33z3) ∧ u3
=
(
B11Z1,i
)
ui ∧ u1 + (B12Z1,i +B22Z2,i)ui ∧ u2 + (B13Z1,i +B23Z2,i +B33Z3,i)ui ∧ u3
≡ (B12Z1,1 +B22Z2,1 −B11Z1,2)u1 ∧ u2 + (B13Z1,1 +B23Z2,1 +B33Z3,1 −B11Z1,3)u1 ∧ u3
+
(
B23Z2,2 +B
1
3Z1,2 +B
3
3Z3,2 −B12Z1,3 −B22Z2,3
)
u2 ∧ u3 mod u4, . . . , un.
For this to vanish each component ui ∧ uj with i < j must vanish separately. The u1 ∧ u2 term
repeats conditions already seen in row 2, namely
Z1,2 = B
i
2Zi,1 on W
−
1 .
The u1 ∧ u3 term is similar,
Z1,3 = B
i
3Zi,1 on W
−
1 .
The u2 ∧u3 term is more interesting, because it requires expansion using the previous relations:
Z2,3 = B
1
3Z1,2 +B
2
3Z2,2 +B
3
3Z3,2 −B12Z1,3
= B13
(
B12Z1,1 +B
2
2Z2,1
)
+B23Z2,2 +B
3
3Z3,2 −B12
(
B13Z1,1 +B
2
3Z2,1 +B
3
3Z3,1
)
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=
(
B13B
1
2 −B12B13
)
Z1,1 +
(
B13B
2
2 −B12B23
)
Z2,1
+
(
B13B
3
2 −B12B33
)
Z3,1 +B
2
3Z2,2 +B
3
3Z3,2 on W
−
1 . (3.3)
On W−2 equation (3.3) merely shows how Z2,3 depends on the previous coordinates on A
(1).
Note that the Z3,1, Z3,2 and Z3,3 terms contribute another 3s3 generators of A
(1). Cartan’s test
fails if and only if other relations appear among the generators Zi,j , i ≥ j. However, on W+2 ,
many of the terms vanish by definition, and the rest impose a new quadratic condition:
0 =
(
B13B
1
2 −B12B13
)
Z1,1 +
(
B13B
2
2 −B12B23
)
Z2,1 +
(
B13B
3
2 −B12B33
)
Z3,1 on W
+
2 . (3.4)
Therefore an endovolutive tableau with n = 3 is involutive if and only if each term of (3.4) holds
on W+2 .
It is useful to see another case, where things become more interesting.
Row 4 of (3.2) prolongs to
0 = pi1 ∧ u1 + pi2 ∧ u2 + pi3 ∧ u3 + pi4 ∧ u4
=
(
B11z1
) ∧ u1 + (B12z1 +B22z2) ∧ u2 + (B13z1 +B23z2 +B33z3) ∧ u3
+
(
B14z1 +B
2
4z2 +B
3
4z3 +B
4
4z4
) ∧ u4
=
(
B11Z1,i
)
ui ∧ u1 + (B12Z1,i +B22Z2,i)ui ∧ u2 + (B13Z1,i +B23Z2,i +B33Z3,i)ui ∧ u3
+
(
B14Z1,i +B
2
4Z2,i +B
3
4Z3,i +B
4
4Z4,i
)
ui ∧ u4.
After expanding these terms, modulo u5, . . . , un, the several conditions are found. From the
u1 ∧ u4 term:
Z1,4 = B
1
4Z1,1 +B
2
4Z2,1 +B
3
4Z3,1 +B
4
4Z4,1.
This term imposes no quadratic conditions.
From the u2 ∧ u4 term:
Z2,4 = B
1
4Z1,2 +B
2
4Z2,2 +B
3
4Z3,2 +B
4
4Z4,2 −B12Z1,4
= B14
(
B12Z1,1 +B
2
2Z2,1
)
+B24Z2,2 +B
3
4Z3,2 +B
4
4Z4,2
−B12
(
B14Z1,1 +B
2
4Z2,1 +B
3
4Z3,1 +B
4
4Z4,1
)
. (3.5)
Equation (3.5) becomes a new quadratic condition when projected on W+2 :
0 = B14
(
B12Z1,1 +B
2
2Z2,1
)−B12(B14Z1,1 +B24Z2,1 +B34Z3,1 +B44Z4,1)
=
(
B14B
1
2 −B12B14
)
Z1,1 +
(
B14B
2
2 −B12B24
)
Z2,1 +
(
B14B
3
2 −B12B34
)
Z3,1
+
(
B14B
4
2 −B12B44
)
Z4,1 on W
+
2 . (3.6)
When reading (3.6), recall that Bλi = 0 if i < λ.
The u3 ∧ u4 term becomes
Z3,4 = B
1
4Z1,3 +B
2
4Z2,3 +B
3
4Z3,3 +B
4
4Z4,3 −B13Z1,4 −B23Z2,4
= B14
(
B13Z1,1 +B
2
3Z2,1 +B
3
3Z3,1
)
+B24
(
B13
(
B12Z1,1 +B
2
2Z2,1
)
+B23Z2,2 +B
3
3Z3,2
−B12
(
B13Z1,1 +B
2
3Z2,1 +B
3
3Z3,1
))
+B34Z3,3 +B
4
4Z4,3
−B13
(
B14Z1,1 +B
2
4Z2,1 +B
3
4Z3,1 +B
4
4Z4,1
)−B23(B14(B12Z1,1 +B22Z2,1)+B24Z2,2
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+B34Z3,2 +B
4
4Z4,2 −B12
(
B14Z1,1 +B
2
4Z2,1 +B
3
4Z3,1 +B
4
4Z4,1
))
. (3.7)
Equation (3.7) becomes a new quadratic condition when projected on W+3 :
0 = B14
(
B13Z1,1 +B
2
3Z2,1 +B
3
3Z3,1
)
+B24
(
B13
(
B12Z1,1 +B
2
2Z2,1
)
+B23Z2,2 +B
3
3Z3,2
−B12
(
B13Z1,1 +B
2
3Z2,1 +B
3
3Z3,1
))−B13(B14Z1,1 +B24Z2,1 +B34Z3,1 +B44Z4,1)
−B23
(
B14
(
B12Z1,1 +B
2
2Z2,1
)
+B24Z2,2 +B
3
4Z3,2 +B
4
4Z4,2
−B12
(
B14Z1,1 +B
2
4Z2,1 +B
3
4Z3,1 +B
4
4Z4,1
))
on W+3 .
This looks like a mess, but collecting terms reveals a pattern:
0 =
(
B14B
1
3 −B13B14 +B24
(
B13B
1
2 −B12B13
)−B23(B14B12 −B12B14))Z1,1
+
(
B14B
2
3 −B13B24 +B24
(
B13B
2
2 −B12B23
)−B23(B14B22 −B12B24))Z2,1
+
(
B24B
2
3 −B23B24
)
Z2,2 +
(
B14B
3
3 −B13B34 +B24
(
B13B
3
2 −B12B33
)
+B23
(
B14B
3
2 −B12B34
))
Z3,1 +
(
B24B
3
3 −B23B34
)
Z3,2
+
(
B14B
4
3 −B13B44 +B23
(
B14B
4
2 −B12B44
))
Z4,1 +
(
B24B
4
3 −B23B44
)
Z4,2 on W
+
3 .
Notice that, using the quadratic relations already discovered for n = 2 and n = 3, we obtain
0 =
(
B14B
1
3 −B13B14
)
Z1,1 +
(
B14B
2
3 −B13B24
)
Z2,1 +
(
B24B
2
3 −B23B24
)
Z2,2
+
(
B14B
3
3 −B13B34
)
Z3,1 +
(
B24B
3
3 −B23B34
)
Z3,2 +
(
B14B
4
3 −B13B44
)
Z4,1
+
(
B24B
4
3 −B23B44
)
Z4,2 on W
+
3 . (3.8)
The generators Z4,1, Z4,2, Z4,3, and Z4,4 provide A
(1) with another 4s4 dimensions. Cartan’s
test fails if and only if other relations appear among the generators Zi,j , i ≥ j. An endovolutive
tableau with n = 4 is involutive if and only if each term of (3.4) and (3.6) holds on W+2 and
each term of (3.8) holds on W+3 .
Inductive hypothesis. Fix k and l < k. Assume for induction that the following are
equivalent
(i) The first k − 1 rows of the 2-form condition (3.2) are satisfied.
(ii) The s1 + 2s2 + · · · + (k − 1)sk−1 elements Zaj,i of A(1) with a ≤ sj and i ≤ j < k are
independent.
More precisely, examining each row of (3.2) in detail, assume for induction that the following
are equivalent
(i) The first k−1 rows of the 2-form condition (3.2) are satisfied, and the ui∧uk terms vanish
in the kth row for all i < l.
(ii) For all (j, i) < (k, l) in lexicographic ordering on pairs {(j, i), i ≤ j}, we have
Zi,j −
j∑
µ=i
Bµj Zµ,i =
i−1∑
λ=1
(
Bλj Zλ,i −Bλi Zλ,j
)
on W−i , (3.9)
and for all λ < i < j and λ ≤ µ ≤ j, we have
Bλi B
µ
j −Bλj Bµi = 0 on W+i . (3.10)
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To perform the inductive step, we compute the ul ∧ uk terms in the kth row of (3.2):
0 = pi1 ∧ u1 + · · ·+ pil ∧ ul + · · ·+ pik ∧ uk
= · · ·+
∑
λ≤l
Bλl zλ
 ∧ ul + · · ·+
∑
µ≤k
Bµk zµ
 ∧ uk
≡
∑
λ≤l
Bλl Zλ,k
uk ∧ ul +
∑
µ≤k
BµkZµ,l
ul ∧ uk mod uk+1, . . . , un. (3.11)
What follows is a tedious expansion and reduction of (3.11) using (3.9) and (3.10), along the
lines of what was performed for (3.3), (3.7) and (3.5) above. The goal is to expand (3.11) in
terms of the elements Zj,i for j ≥ i that remain independent if and only if Cartan’s test holds.
For a little bit of sanity in the expansion that follows, we break up these sums using the index
ranges λ0 = 1, . . . , l − 1, and µ0 = l, . . . , k. Moreover, for every p ≥ 0, we have nested index
ranges λp+1 = 1, . . . , λp − 1 and µp+1 = λp, . . . , k.
The vanishing of the ul ∧ uk term of the kth row of (3.2) is equivalent to
0 = Bλ0k Zλ0,l +B
µ0
k Zµ0,l −Bλ0l Zλ0,k −BllZl,k. (3.12)
Rearranging terms,
Zl,k −Bµ0k Zµ0,l = Bλ0k Zλ0,l −Bλ0l Zλ0,k
and expanding the right-hand side by the inductive hypothesis,
= Bλ0k
(
Bλ1l Zλ1,λ0 −Bλ1λ0Zλ1,l +B
µ1
l Zµ1,λ0
)−Bλ0l (Bλ1k Zλ1,λ0 −Bλ1λ0Zλ1,k +Bµ1k Zµ1,λ0)
and expanding again by inductive hypothesis,
=
(
Bλ0k B
µ1
l −Bλ0l Bµ1k
)
Zµ1,λ0 +B
λ0
k
(
Bλ1l
(
Bλ2λ0Zλ2,λ1 −B
λ2
λ1
Zλ2,λ0 +B
µ2
λ0
Zµ2,λ1
)
−Bλ1λ0
(
Bλ2l Zλ2,λ1 −Bλ2λ1Zλ2,l +B
µ2
l Zµ2,λ1
))
−Bλ0l
(
Bλ1k
(
Bλ2λ0Zλ2,λ1 −B
λ2
λ1
Zλ2,λ0 +B
µ2
λ0
Zµ2,λ1
)
−Bλ1λ0
(
Bλ2k Zλ2,λ1 −Bλ2λ1Zλ2,k +B
µ2
k Zµ2,λ1
))
and rearranging,
=
(
Bλ0k B
µ1
l −Bλ0l Bµ1k
)
Zµ1,λ0
+
[
Bλ0k
(
Bλ1l B
λ2
λ0
−Bλ1λ0B
λ2
l
)−Bλ0l (Bλ1k Bλ2λ0 −Bλ1λ0Bλ2k )]Zλ2,λ1
+
[
Bλ0l B
λ1
k −Bλ0k Bλ1l
]
Bλ2λ1Zλ2,λ0 +B
λ0
k B
λ1
λ0
Bλ2λ1Zλ2,l +B
λ0
l B
λ1
λ0
Bλ2λ1Zλ2,k
+
[
Bλ0k
(
Bλ1l B
µ2
λ0
−Bλ1λ0B
µ2
l
)−Bλ0l (Bλ1k Bµ2λ0 −Bλ1λ0Bµ2k )]Zµ2,λ1 . (3.13)
and canceling the Zµ2,λ1 terms and expanding the others by the inductive hypothesis,
=
(
Bλ0k B
µ1
l −Bλ0l Bµ1k
)
Zµ1,λ0 +
[
Bλ0k
(
Bλ1l B
λ2
λ0
−Bλ1λ0B
λ2
l
)
−Bλ0l
(
Bλ1k B
λ2
λ0
−Bλ1λ0B
λ2
k
)](
Bλ3λ1Zλ3,λ2 −B
λ3
λ2
Zλ3,λ1 +B
µ3
λ1
Zµ3,λ2
)
+
[
Bλ0l B
λ1
k −Bλ0k Bλ1l
]
Bλ2λ1
(
Bλ3λ0Zλ3,λ2 −B
λ3
λ2
Zλ3,λ0 +B
µ3
λ0
Zµ3,λ2
)
+Bλ0k B
λ1
λ0
Bλ2λ1
(
Bλ3l Zλ3,λ2 −Bλ3λ2Zλ3,l +B
µ3
l Zµ3,λ2
)
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−Bλ0l Bλ1λ0B
λ2
λ1
(
Bλ3k Zλ3,λ2 −Bλ3λ2Zλ3,k +B
µ3
k Zµ3,λ2
)
and rearranging,
=
(
Bλ0k B
µ1
l −Bλ0l Bµ1k
)
Zµ1,λ0
+
[
Bλ0k B
λ1
l
(
Bλ2λ0B
λ3
λ1
−Bλ2λ1B
λ3
λ0
)−Bλ0l Bλ1k (Bλ2λ0Bλ3λ1 −Bλ2λ1Bλ3λ0 )
+Bλ0l B
λ1
λ0
(
Bλ2k B
λ3
λ1
−Bλ2λ1B
λ3
k
)−Bλ0k Bλ1λ0 (Bλ2l Bλ3λ1 −Bλ2λ1Bλ3l )]Zλ3,λ2
− [Bλ0k (Bλ1l Bλ2λ0 −Bλ1λ0Bλ2l )−Bλ0l (Bλ1k Bλ2λ0 −Bλ1λ0Bλ2k )]Bλ3λ2Zλ3,λ1
− [Bλ0l Bλ1k −Bλ0k Bλ1l ]Bλ2λ1Bλ3λ2Zλ3,λ0 −Bλ0k Bλ1λ0Bλ2λ1Bλ3λ2Zλ3,l +Bλ0l Bλ1λ0Bλ2λ1Bλ3λ2Zλ3,k
+
[
Bλ0k B
λ1
l
(
Bλ2λ0B
µ3
λ1
−Bλ2λ1B
µ3
λ0
)−Bλ0l Bλ1k (Bλ2λ0Bµ3λ1 −Bλ2λ1Bµ3λ0 )
+Bλ0l B
λ1
λ0
(
Bλ2k B
µ3
λ1
−Bλ2λ1B
µ3
k
)−Bλ0k Bλ1λ0 (Bλ2l Bµ3λ1 −Bλ2λ1Bµ3l )]Zµ3,λ2 . (3.14)
The Zµ3,λ2 terms cancel by the inductive hypothesis.
Comparing (3.14) to (3.13), it is apparent that this pattern continues as we expand by the
inductive hypothesis; in particular, notice that the upper indices on Zλp,λq or Zµp,λp−1 always
appear as λ0, λ1, . . . , λp (or µp), while the lower indices vary through signed permutations of
(l, k, λ0, . . . , λq, . . . , λp) that end in λp, λq. Because these indices satisfy 1 ≤ λp < λp−1 < · · · <
λ0 < l, eventually every Zλp,λq term will reduce by repeated application of (3.9) to terms of
the form Zµp,λp−1 . Therefore, by pairing the lower-index permutations by transposition in the
third-to-last and fourth-to-last slots, the Zµp,λp−1 terms always appear as
· · · (Bλp−1i Bµpj −Bλp−1j Bµpi )Zµp,λp−1 with µp ≥ λp−1, (j, i) < (k, l),
which vanishes by the inductive hypothesis.
Therefore, equation (3.12) reduces by induction to
Zl,k −Bµ0k Zµ0,l =
(
Bλ0k B
µ1
l −Bλ0l Bµ1k
)
Zµ1,λ0 .
On W+l , the left-hand side vanishes, so the independence of the s1 + 2s2 + · · · + ksk elements
Zµ1,λ0 required by Cartan’s test is equivalent to the condition(
Bλ0l B
µ1
k −Bλ0k Bµ1l
)
= 0
projected to W+l for all λ0 ≤ µ1 ≤ k and λ0 < l.
This concludes the proof of Theorem 3.2. 
Another important subspace is the part of A that is rank-one in W ⊗ U∗; that is, consider
A1(ϕ) = A ∩ {z ⊗ ϕ+ J for some z ∈W , J ∈W ⊗ Y ∗}.
The image of A1(ϕ) under the projection (W ⊗ V ∗) → W ⊗ U∗ is comprised of rank-one
homomorphisms, so the projection A1(ϕ)→W is well-defined, with image
W1(ϕ) =
{
z ∈W : z ⊗ ϕ+ J ∈ A for some J ∈W ⊗ Y ∗}.
The spaces W−(ϕ) and W1(ϕ) are distinct, but their relationship is clear:
Lemma 3.3. Suppose that A is an endovolutive tableau. For any λ,
W1(uλ) =
{
z ∈W−λ : Bλµz = δλµz ∀µ ≤ `
}
.
More generally, for any ϕ ∈ U∗,
W1(ϕ) =
{
z ∈W−(ϕ) :
(∑
λ
ϕλB
λ
µ − ϕµI
)
z = 0 ∀µ ≤ `
}
.
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There is nothing to prove; Lemma 3.3 merely states the condition that the W ⊗ U∗ part of
pi = B(ϕ)(·)z is rank-one.
Corollary 3.4. Suppose that A is an endovolutive tableau. For almost all ϕ, dimW1(ϕ) = s`.
Proof. For almost all ϕ ∈ U∗, we have min{i : ϕi 6= 0} = 1 and max{i : ϕi 6= 0} = `. So,
W−(ϕ) = W−1 has dimension s1. For each µ = 1, . . . , ` the condition (ϕλB
λ
µ − ϕµI)z = 0 has
no W−µ component, but the W
+
µ component has rank up to sµ−1 − sµ. The rank falls if and
only if ϕµ is an eigenvalue of
∑
λ<µ
ϕλB
λ
µ. By fixing ϕ1, ϕ2, . . ., ϕµ−1 and varying ϕµ, we can
see that this condition achieves its maximum rank for a Zariski-open set of values of ϕ. Then
dimW1(ϕ) = s1 − (s1 − s2)− · · · − (s`−1 − s`) = s`. 
Note that, unlike with W−(ϕ), the definition of W1(ϕ) does not rely on the basis; it requires
only a splitting of 0→ U∗ → V ∗ → Y → 0 to decide where J takes values. For this reason, it is
the space studied in the homological references. The space W1(ϕ) is the subject of Theorem 3.5,
which is known colloquially as “Guillemin normal form”. It is called3 Lemma 4.1 in [3] and
Proposition 6.3 in Chapter VIII of [1]. Theorem 3.5 is crucial to the study of partial differential
equations and exterior differential systems because it reveals the intimate relationship between
involutivity, overdetermined Cauchy initial-value problems, and the characteristic variety [4].
Theorem 3.5 (Guillemin). Suppose that A is involutive. For every ϕ ∈ U∗ and v ∈ V ,
the restricted homomorphism B(ϕ)(v)|W1(ϕ) is an endomorphism of W1(ϕ). Moreover, for all
v, v˜ ∈ V ,[
B(ϕ)(v), B(ϕ)(v˜)
]∣∣
W1(ϕ)
= 0. (3.15)
Guillemin’s original proof of Theorem 3.5 relies on several subtle homological results. Each
of those results can be reproven using Theorem 3.2 and elementary linear algebra. For example,
here is the key result:
Corollary 3.6 (Quillen, Guillemin). If A is involutive, then A|U is involutive, and the natural
map between prolongations A(1) → (A|U )(1) is bijective.
Proof. This is Theorem A in [3], where it is proven with a large diagram chase using Quillen’s
exactness theorem from [7]. But, using Theorem 3.2, this is immediate, as the quadratic con-
dition still holds if the range of indices λ, µ, i, j is truncated at ` (or greater). In particular,
the generators (zaµ)a≤sµ of A are preserved. As explored in the proof of Theorem 3.2, the con-
tact relation zaµ = Z
a
µ,iu
i gives coordinates Zaµ,i to the prolongation A
(1) ⊂ A ⊗ V ∗, and the
s1 + 2s2 + · · · + `s` independent generators are Zaµ,λ with a ≤ sµ and λ ≤ µ. These generators
remain independent under restriction to U , too. 
Theorems 3.2 and 3.5 appear to be very similar in the sense that each implies linear and
quadratic conditions on the symbol coefficients of involutive tableaux. However, Theorem 3.2 is
strictly stronger, as it provides equivalence, whereas Theorem 3.5 is a unidirectional implication.
For example, consider this tableau with characters (3, 1, 0):
pi =
pi11 pi12 P1pi11 + P2pi21 + P3pi31 +Qpi12pi21 pi31 T2pi21 + T3pi31
pi31 0 R3pi
3
1

3In these references, the domain is restricted to v ∈ Y , but that limitation is artificial.
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with symbol maps arranged as1 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
 ,
0 0 00 0 1
0 0 0
 ,
P1 P2 P30 T2 T3
0 0 R3
 ,
1  ,
Q  .
This tableau is written in generic bases, and it is endovolutive. It has W−(u1) = 〈w1, w2, w3〉,
W−(u1) = 〈w1, w2〉, and W1(u1) = 〈w1, w2〉. For ϕ = ϕ1u1 + ϕ2u2 ∈ U∗ with ϕ2 6= 0, it has
W1(ϕ) = 〈w1〉. Moreover, for all ϕ = ϕ1u1 + ϕ2u2 ∈ U∗ and all v ∈ V , the restricted map
B(ϕ)(v)|W1(ϕ) is an endomorphism of W1(ϕ), and the commutativity condition (3.15) holds.
However, by Theorem 3.2, this tableau is involutive if and only if T2 = R3.
Theorem 3.5 sets conditions on operators acting in dimension s`, whereas Theorem 3.2 sets
conditions on operators acting in dimension s1. These additional conditions allow Theorem 3.2
to describe the variety of involutive tableaux, a strict subvariety of the endovolutive tableaux
satisfying (3.15).
4 Discussion
Theorem 3.2 is the first step to answering a very fundamental open question, which is expressed
in footnote 7 in Chapter IV of [1]: “What is the dimension of the space of involutive tableaux with
certain fixed Cartan characters?” Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 together give an algebraic ideal
whose variety contains every involutive tableaux, each expressed in a preferred basis. It is not
immediately clear how to account for non-Borel basis changes or in what sense the endovolutive
expression of Bλi is unique for a given abstract tableau, but the recursive nature of the proof
suggests that Theorem 3.2 provides minimal set of generators for this ideal.
Because it is easy to program into computer algebra systems4, Theorem 3.2 allows us to
explore the moduli of involutive tableaux and search for interesting new families of involutive
partial differential equations with peculiar geometric properties. More generally, I hope it lowers
the barrier for future researchers of exterior differential systems and Lie pseudogroups who want
to understand and apply the profound results of [7] and [3].
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